
	  

 

    

RITE IN THE RAIN® TOP-SPIRAL KITS HAVE EVERYTHING AN OUTDOORSMAN 
NEEDS IN ONE TAILORED AND HIGHLY FUNCTIONAL PACKAGE  

 
Complete with a Rite in the Rain® Notebook, All-Weather Pen, and CORDURA® fabric Cover, the Set 

is Extremely Durable and Perfect for In-The-Field Use 
 

Tacoma, Wash. — Hunters understand that field conditions aren’t always ideal.  When you’re one with the elements, 
all-weather gear proves essential. Rite in the Rain®, the leading manufacturer of All-Weather writing products, has 
made choosing the best writing gear an easy decision with their Top-Spiral Kits. Each Kit includes the essentials – an 
award-winning Rite in the Rain All-Weather Notebook, an All-Weather Pen which writes though water and in extreme 
temperatures, and a tough CORDURA® fabric Cover. 
 
For many experienced hunters, taking and keeping field notes is a vital part of the sport.  Whether you’re logging 
scouting data like temperature, moon phase, and feeding times, or recording flight patterns and duck limits while 
hunting waterfowl, sportsmen can count on Rite in the Rain Top-Spiral Kits to protect their notes.  The star of the kit is 
Rite in the Rain’s Top Spiral Notebook. It contains 100 Universal pattern pages (50 sheets), a tough Polydura cover, 
and a Wire-O binding that won’t easily get bent out of shape. The Universal pattern is perfect for both detailed notes 
and to-scale sketches. Helpful reference material is also printed on the back and inside covers.  
 
The Kits’ Black Clicker Pen has a flat black metal barrel and writes on wet paper as well as upside down in 
temperatures from -30F to 250F – black ink.  Both the All-Weather Notebook and All-Weather Pen fit perfectly into the 
CORDURA® fabric Cover.  Outfitted with a rugged zipper closure, the pouch can hold up to 4 writing utensils. Do you 
need the pen? No, a standard pencil works great on Rite in the Rain All-Weather Paper but sometimes carrying a 
field-ready pen is more practical than a pencil.  

 
Used by hunters, military personnel, contractors, fire fighters, and outdoor adventurers alike, Rite in the Rain products 
guarantee whatever field data you are jotting down will be captured and safe no matter what Mother Nature throws 
your way. A special coating creates a unique moisture shield and ensures protection from everything from rain and 
sweat to the washing machine.  

 
About Rite in the Rain® 
Founded more than a century ago in the forests of the Great Northwest, Rite in the Rain began developing sheets of 
paper hand-dipped with a special coating to create a unique moisture shield for use in the logging industry.  Made in 
the USA since 1916, Rite in the Rain All-Weather Writing Products are found around the globe in the hands of outdoor 
professionals working in poor weather conditions.  For more information about Rite in the Rain®, visit 
RiteintheRain.com. 
 
Connect with Rite in the Rain on social media: 

 


